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 “  Don’t expect to find a simple digitized score. 
At Maison ONA, you can feel the passion for beautiful things.  
The digital versions of their quality printed scores are not only 
elegant but offer a (very) pleasant user experience. ”

 Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris (CNSMDP) 



WHO WE ARE

Maison ONA  is an independent publishing house for  
new music.  Established and based in Paris since 2013,  
we support artists reaching original sonic realms.

Active in the intersection between design, 
publishing and artistic agency, our 
editorial line is focused on new music.

This identity has evolved the same way 
sound emerges out of silence, and is 
represented by three letters, geometric 
shapes, or waveforms. Pure design, delicate 
in-studio prints, and digital literacy result in 
objects with a life of their own.

Our collection reflects the decisions we 
take at each level. This is expressed in 
our process and extended conception 
of uses around scores — but also in the 
resulting relationship we foster between 
composers and audiences through 
listening experiences and the performers 
themselves.

Pairing modernity with know-how, Maison 
ONA highlights a fair, sensitive and 
committed alternative.



OUR SUBSCRIBERS



WHAT OUR CATALOG HAS TO OFFER

18 renowned composers
and still growing

2 0 0 scores  
and linked resources

Over

Raphaël Cendo Luc Ferrari Pierre Henry Ramon Lazkano Bernard Parmegiani Gérard PessonFranck Bedrossian



A FLEXIBLE OFFER

Linked accounts or IP recognition
From 1 up to 10 users

Personal accounts (login required)

19-29 C= / month

Unlimited users

No account (no login required)

59 C= / month

24/7 unlimited  
access

one-year 
commitment only 

10% discount  
on purchase

Smart multi-devices 
interface

from worldwide
(on and off-campus)



MORE QUESTIONS?

Setting up your trial

Contact us

Phone  +33 (0)984147425

Email info@maison-ona.com

Address 62 avenue de Flandre, 75019 Paris, France

Keep in touch

www.maison-ona.com


